






IP1100

The weatherproof IP1100 is designed for large commercial 
or institutional establishments and allows waste to be compacted 
by up to 80% directly into a standard wheeled plastic or 
metal 1100 litre Eurobin, reducing the number required by 
an organisation.  With robust stainless steel construction and 
quiet operation, the system can be sited outside and has a 
comprehensive five year warranty.
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IP500

Ideal for larger waste volumes, the IP500 typically produces 
compacted bags between 25 and 30Kg in weight, of up to 110 
litres.  In common with the IP400 and IP600, the unit is easy to 
use and clean, and incorporates safety interlocks on the chute 
and trolley to protect both the machine and operator.

IP500IP500

Average compacted Average compacted 

bag weightbag weight

25-30kg25-30kg

Average compacted Average compacted 

packagepackage

500mm x 500mm x 430mm500mm x 500mm x 430mm

110 litre110 litre

Compaction forceCompaction force 4500kgf4500kgf

Compaciton ratioCompaciton ratio 5:15:1

Cycle timeCycle time 23 seconds (including 4 second delay at 23 seconds (including 4 second delay at 

bottom of stroke)bottom of stroke)

MotorMotor 0.75kW (1HP)0.75kW (1HP)

Fuse ratingFuse rating 1 phase (13A)1 phase (13A)

Operator controls/Operator controls/

IndicatorsIndicators

On/Off key ensures authorised operationOn/Off key ensures authorised operation

Stop and start buttonsStop and start buttons

Normal/constant operating mode switch Normal/constant operating mode switch 

Machine run indicator lightMachine run indicator light

Bag full indicator lightBag full indicator light

Operator safetyOperator safety Interlock on trolley binInterlock on trolley bin

Interlock on waste-in chuteInterlock on waste-in chute

Special featuresSpecial features Constant pressure setting (night postition)Constant pressure setting (night postition)

Wheeled trolley bin for easy movementWheeled trolley bin for easy movement

100 plastic bags, wire ties and tying tool100 plastic bags, wire ties and tying tool

Stainless steel trolley liners for bag rigidityStainless steel trolley liners for bag rigidity

Customer optionsCustomer options Additional trolleysAdditional trolleys

Lift-A-PakLift-A-Pak

Deck Feet for marine installationsDeck Feet for marine installations

For more information see technical specification leaflet
Marine voltages available
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IP600

Designed for larger businesses that regularly generate higher 
volumes of waste, the IP600 has a compaction force of 5000kgf, 
producing compacted bag weights of 40kg and up to 210 litres 
in volume.  The large, heavy duty integral trolley is easy to 
move and empty, with waste being compacted into sealable 
plastic bags.

IP600IP600

Average compacted Average compacted 

bag weightbag weight

40-45kg40-45kg

Average compacted Average compacted 

packagepackage

600mm x 600mm x 580mm600mm x 600mm x 580mm

210 litre210 litre

Compaction forceCompaction force 5000kgf5000kgf

Compaciton ratioCompaciton ratio 5:15:1

Cycle timeCycle time 23 seconds (including 4 second delay at 23 seconds (including 4 second delay at 

bottom of stroke)bottom of stroke)

MotorMotor 0.75kW (1HP)0.75kW (1HP)

Fuse ratingFuse rating 1 phase (13A)1 phase (13A)

Operator controls/Operator controls/

IndicatorsIndicators

On/Off key ensures authorised operationOn/Off key ensures authorised operation

Stop and start buttonsStop and start buttons

Normal/constant operating mode switch Normal/constant operating mode switch 

Machine run indicator lightMachine run indicator light

Bag full indicator lightBag full indicator light

Operator safetyOperator safety Interlock on trolley binInterlock on trolley bin

Interlock on waste-in chuteInterlock on waste-in chute

Special featuresSpecial features Constant pressure setting (night postition)Constant pressure setting (night postition)

Wheeled trolley bin for easy movementWheeled trolley bin for easy movement

100 plastic bags, wire ties and tying tool100 plastic bags, wire ties and tying tool

Stainless steel trolley liners for bag rigidityStainless steel trolley liners for bag rigidity

Customer optionsCustomer options Additional trolleysAdditional trolleys

Lift-A-PakLift-A-Pak

Deck Feet for marine installationsDeck Feet for marine installations
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IP700

The IP700 eliminates the need for separate plastic bags by 
enabling standard 240 litre wheeled bins to be filled and 
positioned safely under the compaction head.  Different colour 
bins can be used as part of a waste segregation or recycling 
scheme, while the use of safety interlocks 
on the door and wheeled bin ensure 
complete operator safety.

IP700IP700

Average compacted Average compacted 

bag weightbag weight

40-45kg40-45kg

Average compacted Average compacted 

packagepackage

240 litre wheeled bin (not supplied)240 litre wheeled bin (not supplied)

Compaction forceCompaction force 1000kgf1000kgf

Compaciton ratioCompaciton ratio 5:15:1

Cycle timeCycle time 17 seconds (including 4 second delay at 17 seconds (including 4 second delay at 

bottom of stroke)bottom of stroke)

MotorMotor 0.75kW (1HP)0.75kW (1HP)

Fuse ratingFuse rating 1 phase (13A)1 phase (13A)

Operator controls/Operator controls/

IndicatorsIndicators

On/Off key ensures authorised operationOn/Off key ensures authorised operation

Stop and start buttonsStop and start buttons

Normal/constant operating mode switch Normal/constant operating mode switch 

Machine run indicator lightMachine run indicator light

Bin full indicator lightBin full indicator light

Operator safetyOperator safety Interlock on doorInterlock on door

Interlock on wheeled binInterlock on wheeled bin

Special featuresSpecial features Constant pressure setting (night postition)Constant pressure setting (night postition)

Adjustable floor plate for stabilityAdjustable floor plate for stability

Customer optionsCustomer options Deck Feet for marine installationsDeck Feet for marine installations

For more information see technical specification leaflet
Marine voltages available
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